ABSTRACT. – Social recognition is important to the evolution of cooperative social behavior. Available evidence indicates that at least some cephalopods show some level of social recognition: species, sex and sexual receptivity, and dominance are most likely signaled and recognized in at least some species. Cooperation, including communication, that is based on mutualism is possible. No definitive evidence as yet supports kin recognition, necessary for indirectly selected behavior, or individual recognition, necessary for reciprocity. We have only scratched the surface of cephalopod behavior; field studies coupled with carefully designed laboratory experiments are likely to provide new insights into cephalopod social recognition, cognition, and behavior.
1975, Axelrod & Hamilton 1981). Three categories of cooperative behavior are typically recognized (but see discussions in Hammerstein 2003). (i) In mutualism, both individuals benefit directly and immediately from the interaction. For example, pods of dolphins have been observed to work together to herd fish into the shallows where they can be more easily caught and consumed (Gazda et al. 2005). All participants benefit because all eat more fish at less energetic cost than if they each fished independently. (ii) In indirect selection, the actor may not benefit directly from the behavior; however, if the benefits to its kin, weighted by their relatedness, outweigh the costs to the actor, the behavior can still be advantageous. For example, in cooperatively breeding cichlids, some individuals do not breed, but instead stay on their natal territory and help with brood care and territory defense. The helpers gain indirect fitness benefits by helping parents produce more brothers and sisters (Brouwer et al. 2005). (iii) In reciprocity, the actor could incur some initial cost, but if the recipient returns the favor at a later time, the behavior can still be advantageous. For example, many primates engage in at least some reciprocal grooming (e.g. Manson et al. 2004). Reciprocity has proved difficult to document in non-human animals (Stevens & Hauser 2004).

For any species, we can always expect behavior that is directly and immediately selfish, which could include (i) mutualistic cooperation, we can expect (ii) indirectly selected behavior only if individuals can bias their actions to favor kin (i.e. kin recognition), and we can expect (iii) reciprocity only if individuals recognize each other as individuals, to protect against those who do not reciprocate. Clearly, cooperative behavior is closely tied to social recognition ability.

Social Recognition in Cephalopods

The kind of social recognition we can expect from cephalopods differs by both taxonomic order and species. Octopuses are clearly the most solitary and squids the most gregarious, with cuttlefishes in between. What are reasonable initial hypotheses for social recognition? Species recognition is nearly ubiquitous across animal taxa, and may not require any social experience (Brown & Colgan 1986); it is reasonable to expect that all cephalopods recognize their own species. Recognition of sex (or sexual receptivity) also should be straightforward, as is typical in other mobile, gonochoristic species that mate or spawn in pairs. Offspring recognition appears unlikely because no cephalopod provides parental care beyond the selection of a site for spawning, and guarding and protecting eggs (female octopuses (Boyle 1987) and some deep water squids (Seibel et al. 2005)). Kin recognition also appears unlikely; the young of most cephalopod species are planktonic (Boyle 1987, Hanlon & Messenger 1996), so kin are unlikely to remain in close contact with each other after hatching. Recognition of familiar school members could benefit squids that school in small groups. In fish, familiarity was associated with improved shoal cohesion (Chivers et al. 1995), more effective anti-predator behavior, reduced aggression in competitive interactions (Ward et al. 2003), and improved social learning (Swaney et al. 2001). Evidence for social learning is mixed in cephalopods (positive in Octopus vulgaris, Fiorito & Scotto 1992, but see Biederman et al. 1993; negative in Sepia officinalis, Boal et al. 2000a), and orientation toward familiar places rather than toward familiar conspecifics can also result in consistent group membership (Kolm et al. 2005). Recognition of familiarity in cephalopods is possible, but not certain. Mate recognition is plausible because many cuttlefishes and squids show pre- and post-copulatory mate guarding (reviewed in Hanlon & Messenger 1996). Cuttlefishes and squids show distinct male-male agonistic behavior (ibid); recognition of relative dominance, or some feature correlated with relative dominance, could be beneficial. Recognition of mates and adversaries could be facilitated by individual recognition; thus, individual recognition is plausible, although not necessary.

Most research on cephalopods has focused on a very small number of species of octopuses, cuttlefishes, and squids. The evidence for recognition in these groups will be reviewed here, with a particular focus on cuttlefishes. Current evidence for recognition will be compared with predictions of recognition based on general life history characteristics (Table I). For further information about cephalopod life histories, and for further citations to original research, readers are directed to the excellent reviews previously published (Boyle 1983a, 1985, Axelrod & Hamilton 1981). Reciprocity has proved difficult to document in non-human animals (Stevens & Hauser 2004).
1987, Hanlon & Messenger 1996) as well as the re-
views in this volume. Further discussions of social
behavior in invertebrates can be found in Webster

**OCTOPUSES**

**Field Evidence**

Octopuses are generally solitary, although high
densities of some species have been reported (O.
joubini, Mather 1980, 1982; O. briareus, Aronson
1986, 1989; O. bimaculoides, Forsythe & Hanlon
1988). No evidence for cooperative behavior
among octopuses has been reported. Octopuses for-
age from temporary home dens that they defend
from other octopuses (O. bimaculoides, Cigliano 1993;
Forsythe & Hanlon 1997), demonstrating spatial learning and
territoriality, respectively. Larger areas around
dens are not defended (O. vulgari, Altman 1967;
Kayes 1974; O. dofleini, Mather et al. 1985; O.

Cannibalism, including sexual cannibalism, has
been documented in the field (O. cyanea near Palau, in the Western Caroline Islands, R Hanlon,
pers comm); it could be advantageous for octo-
puses to recognize the sex and reproductive status
of other individuals before approaching closely
(Hanlon & Wolterding 1989, Walderon et al. sub-
mitted). Overall body type is remarkably consistent
between octopus species (Voight 1994), with little
consistent sexual dimorphism (ibid, Stoskopf &
Oppenheim 1996, but see Packard 1961, Voight
1991). In some species, some males show enlarged proximal suckers or a distinct hectocotylus, while
other individuals do not show such distinct charac-
teristics (e.g. O. bimaculoides, O. digueti, Stoskopf
Any recognition of sex could be based on non-
visual characteristics (chemical cues, for example).

One octopus species, O. abdopus, is reported to
show mate guarding and alternate male mating
strategies (Huffard 2003). Large male and female
pairs occupied adjacent dens for up to five days.
Guarding males possessed enlarged proximal suck-
ers and defended females from the approaches of
other males. Smaller, “satellite” males, typically
lacking enlarged suckers, denned nearby. They
were sometimes tolerated by guarding males and
occasionally obtained “sneaker” matings with
guarded females. These observations, if confirmed,
suggest that male octopuses could rely on the (un-
reliable) visual cue of enlarged suckers to identify
male rivals. These data cannot distinguish mate
recognition from recognition of place (den).

Adult octopuses sometimes consume smaller
conspecifics (Hanlon & Messenger 1996); how-
ever, females gradually stop feeding after they lay
eggs (ibid), eliminating the need for offspring rec-
cognition to insure that they do not consume their
own offspring once they hatch (offspring at time of
hatching are also much smaller than typical prey).
No information is available about the genetic relat-
edness of neighboring octopuses; thus, nothing is
known about possible kin recognition.

**Laboratory Evidence**

Little experimental data exist on social recogni-
tion among octopuses. Recognition of sex appears
to vary between species. O. bimaculoides distin-
guished same- from opposite-sex conspecifics
using odors alone, as measured by changes in ven-
tilation rate (Walderon et al. submitted); however,
Hapalochlaena lunulata males approached and
attempted to mate female and male conspecifics
equally often (Cheng & Caldwell 2000).

Female octopuses typically guard their eggs un-
til hatching. In captivity, brooding females some-
times leave their eggs for short periods, particu-
larly early in incubation (pers obs). Recognition of
own versus another’s eggs has not been explicitly
tested. Eggs are typically attached to a substrate,
and octopuses show good evidence for spatial
learning (O. vulgari, Wells 1964, 1965; O. cyanea,
Papini & Bitterman 1991; O. bimaculoides, Boal et
al. 2000b), which could explain this return behav-
ior. Thus, indirect recognition of eggs via location
is plausible.

Distinct dominant and subordinate behaviors
and size-based dominance hierarchies have been
reported for numerous species (O. cyanea, Yarnall
1969; O. rubescens, Dorsey 1976; O. maya, Van
Heuken 1977; O. vulgari, Boyle 1980; O. joubini, Mather 1980; E. moschata, Mather
for dominance recognition among groups of three
subjects was found in a study of den use in
O. bimaculoides (Cigliano 1993). Over the three
days of study, attacks by subordinates against
dominants decreased, and avoidance of dominants
by subordinates increased; for dominants, the be-
havioral trends were the reverse (ibid). By the end
of the study, dominant individuals were able to dis-
place subordinate individuals without any direct
interaction. In each group, if the individual inter-
mediate in dominance rank distinguished between
the other two octopuses, these results would sug-
gest that relative dominance is recognized among
at least one octopus species.

No experimental evidence exists (that this au-
thor could find) that explicitly addresses recogni-
tion of species, offspring, kin, familiarity, or indi-
viduals (Table I). Given the solitary nature of
octopuses, sophisticated social recognition abilities are not expected. Experiments addressing each of these types of recognition could yield valuable data that could inform more difficult field studies. Given how commonly laboratory workers attest to captive octopuses recognizing individual caretakers (including in my laboratory), carefully designed experiments that explicitly address individual recognition among octopuses could prove particularly interesting.

**CUTTLEFISHES**

**Field Evidence**

Cuttlefishes are thought to be solitary most of their lives, forming aggregations of a few to hundreds of individuals for spawning (Hanlon & Messenger 1996). Such aggregations suggest species recognition.

Recognition of sex is likely; sexual dimorphism in body patterning of sexually mature adults is typically obvious and well documented (ibid). In *S. apama*, large males are deceived by smaller males that show body patterning typical of females (“sneaker males” or “female mimics”; Norman et al. 1999, Naud et al. 2004, Hanlon et al. 2005), suggesting that recognition of sex by males is accomplished with visual cues. Observations of pre-and post-copulatory mate guarding by males (*S. latimanus*, Corner & Moore 1980; *S. esculenta*, Natsukari & Tashiro 1991; *S. apama*, Hall & Hanlon 2002) suggest mate recognition (but see laboratory evidence, below).

Evidence supporting the formation of stable groups is lacking. Parental care is limited to the placement of eggs, juveniles disperse from the spawning grounds, and cuttlefish typically move offshore to deeper waters in the winter (Mangold-Wirz 1963, Boyle 1987). These observations provide no evidence suggestive of stable groups that could support recognition of offspring, kin, or familiarity; however, recent work suggests that spawning populations could be genetically distinct (*S. officinalis*, Perez-Losada et al. 1999, 2002). Whether any such segregation is accomplished through recognition of kin is not known. Clearly more information is needed to address questions of social recognition under natural conditions.

**Laboratory Evidence**

Although cuttlefish in typical laboratory tanks rest on the bottom such that they touch one another, those housed in a 6 m diameter round pool spaced themselves as widely as space permitted (*S. officinalis*, Boal et al. 1999), supporting the hypothesis that cuttlefish are predominantly solitary.

No experiments exist that explicitly address species recognition in cuttlefish. Visual and chemical cues could both be used. The body patterning of different species is certainly distinctive to humans (reviewed in Hanlon & Messenger 1996). Ventilation rates increased when individuals were exposed to the odors of conspecifics (*S. officinalis*, Boal & Golden 1999); the effect of odors of heterospecific cuttlefish was not tested. Polarized patterns (patterns of light polarization typically found on the arms, around the eyes, and on the foreheads of animals) appear to be important in female recognition of conspecifics (Boal et al. 2004). Both male and female *S. officinalis* were more active when they viewed another cuttlefish through transparent glass than when they viewed an empty tank. Females did not increase activity if the viewed conspecific was behind a polarization-distorting filter. Males’ activity was unaffected by polarization distortion (ibid).

Recognition of sex has been documented in *S. officinalis*. Interestingly, males appear to distinguish sex using visual cues alone, while females appear to use both visual and chemical cues. In the clearest example of the importance of visual cues to males, unilaterally blinded males did not respond with agonistic, Intense Zebra Displays to males approaching them on the blinded side and challenging them with Intense Zebra Displays (Messenger 1970). This display apparently signals “maleness”, or perhaps non-receptivity (females can also show Intense Zebra Displays (Boal et al. 2004)), and in the absence of a return signal, the challengers grabbed the blinded individuals in an attempt to copulate (Messenger 1970). In further experiments, males modified their body patterning depending on whether they viewed male or female conspecifics, showing more Intense Zebra Displays to the sight of other males (Boal et al. 2004). Males did not show any preference in a y-maze for approaching odors of males or females (Boal & Marsh 1998), suggesting that they did not distinguish between male and female odors. It appears, then, that males rely on visual cues and not chemical cues to recognize sex. Female cuttlefish displayed a newly described body pattern termed Splotch toward their mirror image and toward female conspecifics, but not toward male conspecifics (Palmer et al. in press). Females also preferentially approached odors from females rather than odors from males in a y-maze (Boal & Marsh 1998), indicating that female cuttlefish distinguished between the two odor sources. Females probably use both chemical and visual cues to distinguish sex.

Among adult *S. officinalis*, males often mature before females and attempt to mate females that are not yet receptive (pers obs), suggesting that the
males do not recognize sexual receptivity. In a female choice experiment, females preferred males that had recently mated, basing their choices on odor cues alone (Boal 1997), indicating that females do recognize some odor characteristic associated with sexual receptivity.

Although both pre- and post-copulatory mate guarding have been observed in the laboratory and in the field (reviewed in Hanlon & Messenger 1996, see also Hanlon et al. 1999, Hall & Hanlon 2002), and humans can distinguish individuals on the basis of unique body patterns (Boal 1996), explicit tests for social recognition in S. officinalis revealed no evidence for recognition of either familiarity or mates (ibid). Familiar and unfamiliar same-sex pairs of cuttlefish showed no differences in digitized measures of mantle darkness, congruence of mantle darkness between individuals, movement, distance between individuals, or relative body orientation (ibid). Ventilation rate, a sensitive indicator of arousal in both octopuses (Boyle 1983b) and cuttlefish (Boal & Golden 1999), did not differ when cuttlefish viewed familiar and unfamiliar conspecifics (Boal & Ni 1996). Associations of individuals within a large group of freely moving cuttlefish were not different from random (Boal 1996). In addition, despite clear evidence of mate guarding, no recognition of individual mates was found (ibid). Male-female pairs in adjacent tanks were allowed to mate and establish mate guarding; females were then switched between tanks. Males guarded the new female rather than attempting to copulate, thereby missing an opportunity to fertilize the new females’ eggs (ibid). Experimental evidence does not support recognition of familiarity or mates.

Evidence for recognition of dominance is weak. Male S. officinalis housed in small groups for several months displayed almost continuously, although with a gradual loss of intensity (Boal 1996). If one male from the group was removed, even for just a few minutes, all males returned to full Intense Zebra Displays once he was returned (pers obs). Laboratory populations of S. officinalis established stable dominance hierarchies that influenced feeding (Mather 1986, Warnke 1994, Boal 1996); however, dominance was size-based and statistical, rather than absolute. Relative size could serve as dominance badge in cuttlefish.

Cuttlefish do recognize agonistic intent. In staged encounters between pairs of males, the darkness of the “face” accurately predicted which male-male encounters would escalate to physical contact (Adamo & Hanlon 1996). The authors suggest that the Intense Zebra Display not only serves as a signal of maleness (note that females sometimes show Intense Zebra Displays (Boal et al. 2004)), but also as an honest signal of agonistic intent. Females also recognize Intense Zebra Displays as agonistic; in a mate choice experiment, females avoided males with strong banding patterns (Boal 1997). It is possible that cuttlefish recognize important signals indicating the signaler’s motivation rather than the signaler’s dominance status.

Cuttlefishes are particularly well-studied, yet definitive evidence for social recognition is quite limited (Table I). Given their relatively solitary life history, with aggregations typically found only at the time of spawning, it is not surprising that recognition appears limited to sex, and perhaps dominance.

**SQUIDS**

**Field Evidence**

Loliginid and some neritic oegopsid squids live in schools (groups with polarized swimming orientation) that range from a few to hundreds of individuals; other squids form more loosely organized shoals (Hanlon & Messenger 1996). Within schools, individuals sometimes sort by size (Sepioteuthis sepioidea, Moynihan & Rodaniche 1982, Boom et al. 2001; S. lessoniana, Adamo & Weichelt 1999) and show distinct spatial organization (op cit.; Illex illecebrosus, Mather & O’Dor 1984). Species recognition is assumed based on observations of schooling squids; most, but not all, form single-species schools (e.g. S. sepioidea sometimes school with Loligo plei (Moynihan & Rodaniche 1982, Hanlon & Messenger 1996)).

Recognition of kin has been thought unlikely, at least in part because those squids that school do not begin to do so until they are several weeks old (Boletzky 2001), when they could have already dispersed. New data suggests otherwise. L. pealeii migrates between near-shore spawning grounds and off-shore feeding areas; genetic stocks are mixed offshore but segregate inshore (Buresch et al. in press). Whether this segregation is accomplished through recognition of kin or place is not yet known.

Field observations indicate that males and females typically show very different displays in mating encounters (reviewed in Hanlon & Messenger 1996), supporting recognition of sex. Males appear to rely on visual cues to distinguish sex. As in S. officinalis, male L. plei typically approach any conspecific and display an agonistic pattern. If the reply is an agonistic display, the squid is treated as a male; otherwise, the squid is treated as a female (Hanlon & Messenger 1996). In further evidence, large males are deceived by smaller males that show body patterning typical of females (“sneaker males”, “female mimics”; L. vulgaris reynaudii, Sauer et al. 1997; L. pealei, Hanlon 1998;

Membership in smaller groups of S. sepioidea appears stable for at least a few days (Moyneyan & Rodaniche 1982; Hanlon & Forsythe, unpubl data, as cited in Hanlon & Messenger 1996), and possibly for as long as five weeks (R Byrne, pers comm). Whether group stability is accomplished directly through social recognition (familiarity) or indirectly through spatial learning is currently unclear. Several particular male-female pairs were seen together, from pre- through post-spawning, within a larger stable group over several days (R Byrne, pers comm). Assuming that groups disperse at dusk and reform at dawn (Hanlon & Messenger 1996), this observation suggests that mate recognition is possible.

**Laboratory Evidence**

Few laboratory experiments have been conducted on social recognition in squids. Thus far, data are mixed on the question of sex recognition. In one laboratory study, male S. lessoniana mated with both females and other males (Boal & Gonzalez 1998). These results could represent an artifact of captivity; however, similar results have been found in the laboratory for octopuses (Hapalochlaena lunulata, Cheng & Caldwell 2000) and in the field for some littorinid snails (Erlandsson 2002).

For at least one species of squid, conspecific eggs contain important information that serves to coordinate reproductive behavior (L. pealeii, King & Adamo 1999, King et al. 2003, Buresch et al. 2003, 2004). Recognition of conspecific eggs involves both vision and chemoreception. Squids approach eggs, even when enclosed in a glass container (King & Adamo 1999, King et al. 2003); the eggs must be touched and a pheromone, probably a peptide, detected before male-male agonistic behavior associated with competition for females begins (op cit, Buresch et al. 2003, 2004). Recognition of conspecific eggs is perhaps a form of species recognition, but is not evidence for off-spring recognition because the eggs are not necessarily the offspring of the individual responding to them.

Squids, like cuttlefishes, give distinct displays to communicate agonistic intent (e.g. Lateral Display of L. pealei; Zebra Spread Display of S. sepioidea; Hanlon & Messenger 1996). In L. pealei, male wild-caught squid established dominance relationships in 1-4 days, with larger males dominant to smaller males (DiMarco & Hanlon 1997). In staged encounters between pairs of males, although winners were larger than losers, contest duration was not correlated to size difference (ibid), suggesting the squid recognized neither dominance nor size as a dominance badge.

Squids are the most gregarious of cephalopods; studies of social recognition in squids could prove highly informative. Field studies are providing tantalizing suggestions for recognition (see Table I), but such hypotheses must be confirmed with carefully controlled experiments. Squids survive captivity poorly, making laboratory experiments with squids exceptionally challenging. Clear, concise questions addressed with simple, elegant experimental designs will be required to answer many of these questions. Clearly the study of social recognition among squids is in its infancy.

**CONCLUSIONS**

**Social Recognition**

Our understanding of the social behavior of cephalopods is limited by (a) the few species that have been studied, (b) the difficulties inherent in field studies of active, mobile marine animals, and (c) the relative paucity of experimental work explicitly addressing social behavior in cephalopods. To date, we have no evidence to suggest that social recognition in cuttlefishes is different from that in octopuses or squids. With the data available (summarized in Table I), it appears that at least some species of octopuses, cuttlefishes, and squids recognize species and sex. Evidence for or against the recognition of dominance, offspring, other kin, familiarity, mates, and individuals is largely lacking. Clearly, there is much that we do not yet know about social recognition in cephalopods.

Social recognition is expected to evolve only when it is needed. Among cephalopods, other behavioral mechanisms could be adequate. Recognition of a reliable proxy, such as den or substrate for a female octopus and her eggs, physical proximity for a male cuttlefish and his mate, relative size for contesting males, and geographic location for squids that shoal together in the day but forage alone at night, could permit socially discriminative behavior even if direct recognition is lacking. Direct social recognition abilities could be unnecessary for cephalopod life history strategies.

**Cooperation**

Based on the fragmentary data available, it appears reasonable to expect cooperation in cephalopods that is directly selfish (i, mutualism), while cooperation that requires recognition of kin (ii, indirect selection) or individual recognition (iii, reciprocity) is probably unlikely. Squids are clearly the most gregarious of the cephalopods; experiments
addressing social recognition in squids would be particularly illuminating.

Moynihan (Moynihan & Rodaniche 1982, Moynihan 1985) and others (Hanlon & Forsythe unpubl data, as cited in Hanlon & Messenger 1996) have suggested that S. sepioidea shows sentinel behavior. Sentinel behavior occurs when vigilance is divided among group members such that an individual (a) takes turns in a conspicuous location watching for danger instead of foraging or resting, and (b) alerts other individuals in less conspicuous locations to the arrival of potential danger (Bednekoff 1997). Is this plausible for cephalopods? It was long thought that sentinels incurred greater risk of mortality than foragers; consequently, sentinel behavior required either (ii) indirect selection or (iii) reciprocity to evolve. Recent data suggest that sentinels could be in less danger than foragers, and models (ibid) and empirical evidence (e.g. Clutton-Brock et al. 1999, Wright et al. 2001, Bednekoff & Woolfenden 2003) indicate that sentinel behavior can be supported by behavior that is directly selfish. For the sentinel-like behavior of squids to constitute true sentinel behavior, evidence must be provided to show that individual squid take turns functioning as sentinels (condition a, above), and that sentinels do not produce the same “alarm signals” when they are alone as they do when they are in a group (condition b, above). The details of possible sentinel behavior in cephalopods remain to be explored, but sentinel behavior could prove to be an example of complex social behavior in cephalopods that does not rely on social recognition.

Communication is fundamental to many forms of cooperation. It is often speculated that the three most famous attributes of cephalopods, complex nervous systems, sophisticated visual systems, and complex body patterning, could all serve to support complex, visual intraspecific communication. Moynihan articulated this hypothesis most clearly with his suggestion that cephalopods have a sophisticated social behavior that includes visual language, accomplished through rapid changes in body patterning (Moynihan & Rodaniche 1982). Shashar and colleagues followed up on an earlier discovery that octopuses perceive the orientation of polarized light (Moody & Parriss 1960, Moody 1962), and demonstrated that squid and cuttlefish can control the polarization of their own body patterns (Shashar & Cronin 1996, Shashar & Hanlon 1997, Shashar et al. 2002). They suggested that the polarization of body patterns could serve as an additional, “hidden communication channel” (Shashar et al. 1996), free from the kind of “eaves dropping” by vertebrate predators that visual communication using achromatic signals would enable.

Signals that contain information associated with reproduction, such as species, sex and receptivity, and fitness advertisements, benefit the signaler to the extent that they are perceived and responded to by potential mates, and benefit the recipient to the extent that the recipient is also looking for mating opportunities. As such, they are an example of (i) mutualism. As expected, such mating signals are widespread throughout the animal kingdom, and have been documented for cuttlefishes, squids, and possibly also octopuses (op cit: reviewed in Hanlon & Messenger 1996). Communication of agonistic intent benefits both senders and receivers if it results in fewer risky confrontations (Adamo & Hanlon 1996); such signals have been documented in both cuttlefishes and squids (reviewed in Hanlon & Messenger 1996). Detailed descriptions of body patterning (ibid; see also S. officinalis, Hanlon & Messenger 1988; L. pealei, Hanlon et al. 1999; S. sepioidea, Byrne et al. 2003; S. australis, Jantzen & Havenhand 2003b), the mechanisms underlying the control of patterning (reviewed in Messenger 2001; see also Chiao & Hanlon 2001a, 2001b, Gaston & Tublitz 2004, Chiao et al. 2005), and the functional significance of body patterning (op cit; cf. S. officinalis, Hanlon et al. 1999; L. opalescens, Hunt et al. 2000; O. cyanea, Mather & Mather 2004; S. sepioidea, Mather et al. a, b submitted) are active areas of current research. In addition, chemical communication in cephalopods is a new area of research that is expanding rapidly. Thus far, it is clear that octopuses (Walderon et al. submitted), cuttlefishes (Boal 1997, Boal & Golden 1999, Boal & Marsh 1999, Boal & Nagle unpublished data; see also Henry et al. 1999, Zatylny et al. 2000a,b, Marvin et al. 2001, Zatylny et al. 2002), and squids (King & Adamo 1999, King et al. 2003, Buresch et al. 2003, 2004) all use chemical signals to coordinate reproductive behavior. To date, cephalopod communication appears to support directly selfish behavior, including (i) mutualism. We can expect further progress in our understanding of cephalopod communication in the future.
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